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Security in courts to be enhanced: law minister 
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Law minister Anisul Huq. -- BSS file photo

Law minister Anisul Huq on Tuesday said that security at all courts across the country would be

enhanced in the wake of Monday’s murder of a murder suspect inside judge’s chamber at a Cumilla

court.

The minister said he had already talked to the Cumilla superintendent of police over the matter. 

‘It is a security concern of all the courts, not only of the court in Cumilla. Overall security of the courts

in all 64 districts would be enhanced,’ an apparently worried law minister told reporters after a

working session on his ministry with the deputy commissioners at the Cabinet Division.

A murder suspect on bail hacked another murder suspect to death inside a judge’s chamber during the

court hours in Cumilla, raising security concerns at all courts. 

The knife attack took place after the two suspects got locked in an altercation while appearing for their
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case in the court.

Police officials took the body of Faruk Hossain, 27, son of Ohid Ullah of Monoharganj in Cumilla, and

arrested his cousin, Abul Hasan, 25, who allegedly killed Faruk in the courtroom.

Both of them were shown as accused in a murder case in 2013 but were on bail, the police officials said.

The law minister said the government would take all measures to increase the security arrangements

on the court premises.

The incident of hacking in the broad daylight happened in three weeks after a youth was hacked to

death in Barguna district town in the public. 

After the session with the deputy commissioners, Anisul, a lawyer-turned politician, said the DCs

raised a number of issues including introduction of ‘permanent attorney service’ to protect the

government interests in legal battles.

He said a move was initiated to appoint 30 per cent of the prosecutors on permanent basis.

‘Moreover, a team of five to seven assistant attorneys general would be given the task to keep

communications with the DCs for speedy disposal of the cases involving the government interests,’ he

said.  

For the first time, the deputy commissioners later on the day held a session with the judiciary on the

Supreme Court premises during their five-day annual conference that began in city on Sunday.

Acting Chief Justice Muhammad Imman Ali, addressing the DCs at the Supreme Court Auditorium, said

that justice would have to be ensured through mutual cooperation by discharging individual’s duties

vested in them through the constitution and the laws, SC additional registrar Osman Haider told

reporters after the chief justice’s meeting with the DCs in the afternoon.

He said that the acting CJ, referring to proper functioning of different organs of a human body, stated

that everyone would have to perform

their duties properly to achieve the common goal to ensure justice and turn the country into a ‘Sonar

Bangla’.

Justice Imman reminded the DCs that they had responsibilities to execute court orders as only one

organ of the state cannot ensure justice.

In their speeches, the DCs urged the chief justice for providing court verdicts in a digital form to them

so that they could get it easily to execute them promptly, Osman said.
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Besides, they were of the opinion that they could work smoothly to run their field level administration

if the cases related to leasing water bodies could be solved before expiry of leasing tenure.

The DCs would this time hold a separate session with the speaker at Jatiya Sangsad

Bhaban on the concluding day of their conference on Thursday.
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